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ABSTRACT

Clustering time series is a recurrent problem in real-life applications involving data science and data analytics pipelines. Existing time series clustering algorithms are ineffective for feature-rich real-world time series since they only compare the time series based on raw data or use a fixed set of features for determining the similarity. In this paper, we showcase FeatTS, a feature-based semi-supervised clustering framework addressing the above issues for variable-length and heterogeneous time series. Specifically, FeatTS leverages a graph encoding of the time series that is obtained by considering a high number of significant extracted features. It then employs community detection and builds upon a Co-Occurrence matrix in order to unify all the best clustering results. We let the user explore the various steps of FeatTS by visualizing the initial data, its graph encoding and its division into communities along with the obtained clusters. We show how the user can interact with the process for the choice of the features and for varying the percentage of input labels and the various parameters. In view of its characteristics, FeatTS outperforms the state of the art clustering methods and is the first to be able to digest domain-specific time series such as healthcare time series, while still being robust and scalable.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Feature selection; Cluster analysis; • Mathematics of computing → Time series analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present FeatTS, a semi-supervised clustering method that leverages features extracted from the raw time series to create clusters that reflect, as much as possible, the original time series. Our approach differs from existing methods in the literature as it employs the features of the time series while existing methods focus on the similarity of the time series themselves [8]. The FeatTS algorithm leverages the concepts of Constrained Clustering, more specifically Clustering by Seeding. Seeded kMeans [1] is the most representative method in this category, as it uses a small amount of labels of the original dataset in order to create two kinds of links, i.e. Must Link and Cannot Link. Must Links are connections between two data points that represent a “constraint of belonging”. This means that the data points (or time series at large) should be clustered together. Cannot Links are connections that represent a “non-belonging constraint” thus leading to separate data points. Leveraging these two kinds of constraints, Seeded kMeans allows to discover clusters that respect them.

The novelty of FeatTS consists in automatically selecting the most appropriate statistical features based on the dataset provided as input. In fact, not all the features have the same quality and choosing a subset of high-quality features for each dataset is beneficial for the clustering step. This characteristic of FeatTS turns to be fruitful in several real-life data science and data analytics pipelines. Indeed, the features of time series are interpretable by humans, thus leading to a more transparent and human-centric clustering process. To the best of our knowledge, FeatTS is the first feature-based semi-supervised clustering framework with these key properties.

In our demonstration, we show how FeatTS works on domain-specific time series (among the others), by focusing on the time series of patients suffering from end-stage kidney diseases. These time series encode the variations over time of the Glomerular Filtration Rate (GFR) signal, estimating how much blood passes through the glomeruli each minute. How GFR changes is crucial for the patient’s survival, since rapidly descending values of GFR over time indicate a dangerous condition that might lead to kidney failure and even death. A more stable evolution of GFR over time is less worrisome for the concerned patient, and might lead to guide appropriate treatment. The hard question here is how to select the subset of features that help medical doctors discriminate the patients based on the label while performing clustering.

Once the features are selected, FeatTS computes the global relationships between the time series based on their statistical features. It uses graph networks to obtain such an encoding. Indeed, FeatTS converts each time series into nodes and creates weighted edges between such nodes. Each edge represents the distance between the connected nodes, i.e. the difference between the values of two different time series using the selected feature. FeatTS prunes the
The first phase, corresponding to Step 1) in Figure 1 is the extraction of features. We consider feature extraction methods available in the literature and in readily predefined libraries [2].

The TStsresh [2] library allows us to extract a large number of features. However, feature selection becomes pivotal, since not all the features have the same relevance for the clustering steps.

The selection of the most discriminating features will be done through the use of time series labels that will be provided as input on a small subset of the time series. We will therefore use a supervised procedure called Benjamini-Yekutieli where its output will be a list of features ranked by their p-values.

Once the order of importance of each feature has been obtained, it is necessary to choose which of them can be used to create the graphs encodings. Among the numerous algorithms for feature selection, we decided to opt for PFA [5], a variation algorithm of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The key difference is that PFA preserves the original values of the features and thus the distance between them. Therefore, we can leverage the concept of explained variance, representing the ratio between the variance of one single feature and the sum of variances of all individual features. We set a threshold t of the explained variance equal to 0.9. It means that, once ordered the features using the Benjamini-Yekutieli procedure, FeatTS chooses the minimum number of features for which the sum of their explained variance reaches the 90% of the variance produced by the remaining features.

### 2.2 Graph Rendering and Community Detection

We convert the time series and their relationships into edge-weighted graphs. The encoding of time series into edge-weighted graphs allows us to represent our clustering problem in another dimension space without loss of information and becomes crucial in order to capture the global relationships among the raw time series samples.

For each feature $F_i$ chosen by PFA in the previous step, we create a different edge-weighted graph network where the nodes represent the time series of the initial dataset. The nodes are connected via weighted edges, where the weights are computed by subtracting the absolute values of the feature $F_i$ of two connected time series.

After computing all these distances and creating a fully connected graph network for each feature, we desire to keep only the most important links between the nodes. Therefore, we need to prune the graph adopting a straightforward technique. At the beginning, we rank all the distances computed for the features $F_i$ in a ranked list and then we ask the user to choose the percentage of distances to be kept starting from the lowest distances from the previously computed list. Hence, the distances that are discarded will represent the portion of the graph that has been pruned.

Once we have obtained one graph for each feature, we want to cluster the vertices of the graphs that represent the time series of the dataset. The techniques employed for clustering vertices in a graph are community detection (CD) algorithms. These algorithms search for groups of densely connected vertices forming communities. Among the different tested algorithms, we have opted for the Greedy Modularity Algorithm [6]. This algorithm is able to strike a balance between speed and robustness and does not require any additional input parameter other than the graphs themselves. The communities extracted on each graph-feature varies from one graph to another graph. Therefore, we need a method for unifying the different communities in order to obtain understandable results.

### 2.3 Creation of the Co-Occurrence Matrix

The underlying intuition is that if two time series are similar, they will be similar for the majority of their discriminating features. We employ a Co-Occurrence matrix to put this in practice. The matrix consists of recording for each pair of time series how many times they are grouped within the same community. Intuitively, the more times they are placed within the same community, the more similar the time series are.

Thus, we create a matrix in which the rows and columns contain all the time series of the dataset. Each cell $x_{ij}$ in the matrix corresponds to the similarity between time series $T_i$ (in row $i$ of the matrix) and $T_j$ (in column $j$ of the matrix). A naive solution is to compute the value of the cell $x_{ij}$ counting the number of times that...
the two time series $TS_i$ and $TS_j$ fall within the same community divided by the number of features. In this way, the similarity grows as the number of times the time series that are found in the same community grows. However, the assignment to a community does not take into account the quality of the features of the underlying time series. Therefore, the similarity between the time series shall leverage the quality of each feature. The goal is to prioritize the features for which the number of communities is sufficiently close to the number of clusters requested by the user. Hence, the similarity between two time series will be stronger in the feature with the same number of communities requested by the user. To achieve that, we assign an approximate weight to each feature, based on the number of communities that the Community Detection algorithm computes. Let $w_i$ be a weighting function defined on each feature $F_i$ as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
    w_i &= \frac{C}{O_i}, \text{ if } O_i > C \\
    w_i &= \frac{O_i}{C}, \text{ if } C > O_i \\
    w_i &= 1, \text{ otherwise}
\end{align*}
$$

where $C$ is the number of clusters expected by the user and $O_i$ is the number of communities extracted by the CD algorithm on the feature $F_i$. Hence, the weights will be higher if the number of obtaining clusters $O$ is equal or sufficiently close to $C$ and lower otherwise. Not surprisingly, instead of simply counting the number of times that the time series $TS_i$ and $TS_j$ co-occur in the same cluster, we now sum the weights of the features where they are detected together and divide by the sum of the weights of all the features. This gives us more meaningful weights than the former previously considered.

2.4 Clustering Time Series

With the Co-Occurrence matrix computed, we can quantify the similarity between two time series. In order to prepare the creation of the time series clusters, we need to calculate the distances between the rows of the Co-Occurrence Matrix adopting the Euclidean distance. Finally, we apply the standard K-Medoid algorithm [4] on the distances computed above. K-Medoid allows us to extract clusters of time series that have the smallest distance among them.

3 DEMONSTRATION ROADMAP

Our demonstration of FeatTS aims to highlight the key aspects of the system. In particular, we focus on the capability of FeatTS to clusterize the time series with the number of clusters provided in input by the user, to modify the threshold of each feature in order change the detected communities as well as to handle the increase of the number of time series in the dataset and the increase of their corresponding lengths.

We use real-life medical time series courtesy of the Personalized Medicine Department at the European Hospital George Pompidou in Paris. These time series contain signals from patients suffering from kidney diseases. A global assessment of renal function is often ascertained by estimating the rate of filtration, called the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). GFR estimates how much blood passes through the glomeruli each minute. Kidney failure occurs when GFR is under $90 \text{mL/min}/1.73\text{m}^2$, whereas when it drops to $15 \text{mL/min}/1.73\text{m}^2$, it means that the patient needs dialysis or a transplant. Since these are

![Figure 2: Visualization of the Time Series](image)

invasive operations, it is important to understand if a sudden drop in the GFR occurs. In this case, medical doctors might recommend urgent surgery or to resort to dialysis depending on the GFR values over time. The time series provided by the Hospital exhibit two classes, namely “Kidney Failure” and “Not Kidney Failure”. The goal is to detect the time series that do not have labels and to visualize the differences between the two classes.

Despite we center the discussion around the GFR dataset, we will showcase our system on other datasets from the literature, i.e. the UCR Time Series Archive [3]. Furthermore, in order to show the scalability of the system, we will also use two synthetic dataset. The first one is composed by increasing incrementally the number of time series in the dataset (100, 200, 500, 1k, 2k, 4k) but fixing the length (60 points). In the other dataset, we have incrementally augmented the number of points in the time series (120,250,500,1k,2k,4k) but fixing the number of time series (500).

3.1 Executing the End-to-end Pipeline

For ease of exposition, in the following we discuss the features of FeatTS on the aforementioned GFR Dataset.

At the very beginning, the system will allow to set up the parameters for initiating the clustering process. In the first sliding bar (“Cutting Threshold”), we set the percentage of distances that we want to keep for each ordered list of distances created for each chosen features. In this scenario, we decided to keep the 80% of ordered distances for each feature. Usually, keeping the 80% of the distances provides good results, but this value can be modified for each feature consequently. The second sliding bar (“Learning Threshold”) permits to select a subset of time series labels in order to obtain the best features for dataset. In our scenario, we used the 20% of the labels provided by the Kidney dataset, which let us obtain good results with a low number of labels. This value strongly depends on the degree of supervision that the user is willing to rely on. Indeed, the higher the threshold is, the more labels FeatTS will use and the higher is the quality of the features and of the clustering result. The percentage of labels can be also set to 0, thus making the approach completely unsupervised.

Finally, FeatTS makes possible to choose the number of clusters to extract from a given dataset regardless of the classes within the labels. This possibility is interesting for extracting new information from the dataset. In this scenario, we set to 2 the number of clusters that we want to obtain and choose the Kidney Dataset.

Figure 2 shows a board visualizing the time series of the datasets. The user can select the time series that he/she wants to visualize and cumulates them in the same plot by using the left menu.

---

1 Notice that this number can be arbitrarily different from the initial number of classes provided with the dataset.
Figure 3: Networks and Features Visualization

Figure 4: Clustered Time Series

Figure 5: Compare Median Cluster Time Series

Figure 6: Change Threshold

Figure 7: Runtimes with increasing dataset size (lhs) and time series lengths (rhs).

3.2 Personalizing the Distance Threshold

In this scenario, we will illustrate how the user can customize the threshold cutting of each feature inFeatTS. Indeed, after the selection of the initial threshold, Figure 3 shows the board in which the user can select one of the features extracted by the system and, using the "Change Threshold" button, modify the threshold. The system will show as output the view depicted in Figure 6 showing the plot of the distances computed for each feature (on the left part of the screenshot). The points in the plot are divided into two halves: the first half (in red) represents the distances included in the initial view, while the second half (in black) are the excluded distances. The system allows to vary the balance between included and excluded distances, thus bringing to regenerate the graph encoding (as illustrated in Figure 3).

3.3 System Scalability

In the third and last scenario, we will showcase the scalability and robustness ofFeatTS when increasing the number of time series and their lengths using the synthetic datasets. Figure 7 shows (in logarithmic scale) how the runtime grows very quickly when we increase the number of time series within the dataset (lhs). The increase is milder in the case of variation of the length of the time series (rhs). These runtimes can be explained by taking into account the distance computation for all the features and the creation of the Co-Occurrence matrix, that heavily depends on the number of time series.
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2 A notebook on this scenario can be accessed at https://shorturl.at/noCDJ
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